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To obtain a Field Claims Representative position that will utilize my managerial skills 
and customer service skill set allowing me to expand within any diverse job market 
and assist in the profitability and expansion of the corporation.

EXPERIENCE

Field Claims Representative
ABC Corporation - APRIL 2008 – OCTOBER 2012

 Contacted insureds and claimants regarding property and auto 
damages.

 Secured their recorded statements to memorialize the facts of the 
claim.

 Secured my AIC (associate in claims) designation within the first year 
of employment.

 Impacted insureds stress levels when they were dealing with a very 
stressful property damage or bodily injury claim.

 Would coordinate the clean up and reconstruction of the repairs 
needed to bring them back to where they were before the claim.

 Used The skills demonstrated to perform this job include the ability to
listen to the insureds and explain policy language to them that 
pertains to their claim.

 Provided written communications relating to their claims so the 
insureds have a record of the claims process.

Field Claims Representative 
Delta Corporation - 2004 – 2008

 Outside Property Claim Representative Adjusted claims on 
commercial &amp; home owners claims in NH, ME, MA, &amp; VT 
Completed onsite settlements utilizing .

 Attended mediations Assisted in training new employees Provided 
CAT team assistance for hurricanes and tornados Referred claims to 
the subrogation .

 Recommended referral to SIU where appropriate and assisted the SIU 
in their investigation and settling of the claim.

 Auto Claim Representative Wrote guaranteed auto appraisals in ME, 
NH, &amp; VT Completed estimate reviews and Gro shop reviews/ Re-
inspections.

 Conducted prompt and detailed investigations to determine coverage 
within policy guidelines -Prepared detailed claims reports and 
conducted phone.

 Demonstrated ability to work autonomously Reviewed and interpreted
complex and detailed documents Conducted recorded interviews with
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insureds.
 Handled various types of auto, property, personal injury and liability 

clalims from assignment to resolution.

EDUCATION

 BS In Communication

SKILLS

Xactimate, Knowledge Residential Construction.
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